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Product Description

Add beauty and grace to your home decor with a unique range of decor pieces from
CRAFTS ODISHA. This beautiful granite, stone sitting left trunk Vastu Ganesh idol
makes Odisha's ancient culture timeless. Material:  Blackstone / Granite Stone
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 8 x 4 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Structure and features of
the left trunk Ganesh idol:

The above-shown statue is a statue of granite stone sitting left trunk idol of Vaastu
Ganesh.
As shown in the picture above the chubby elephant head god is sitting over a fully
bloomed lotus plinth in Lalitasana.
Having four hands two at back and two at the front where he is seen holding A noose, a
goad, and his broken tusk and Modak.
Stone Carving is one of the major handicrafts of Orissa. The craft finds its origin in ancient
temples, palaces, forts, monuments, etc.
Both hard and soft stones are used for carving. Hard stones like black granite, sandstone,
and red stone, are weather resistant and used for temples, monuments, and other exterior
works. Which is incredibly famous internationally.

Vamamukhi or Idampuri Vinayak significance:
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Lord Ganesha is a God of good luck and auspiciousness.
He is worshipped for blessings of wisdom, wealth, health, fertility, and happiness. He is
called Vighneshwara as he dispels problems and removes obstacles.
Ganesha is invoked before commencing any activity as he is the God of Beginnings. Thus,
he is worshipped to mark the beginning of all auspicious occasions.
The trunk facing left is considered to be the direction of victory or success. It stands for
material gains and prosperity.
The left curved trunk of Ganesha usually holds sweets or Modak. This represents prosperity
and abundance. It helps in the completion of desires and wishes. It is called Idampuri
Vinayaka.

Some brilliant home decor ideas you should try:

 Beautify your house by displaying the left trunk Ganesh in your living room, beside the
couch with an end table.
You can make your home look dapper by exhibiting the statue in the vacant nooks and
corners of your home and office.
Cabinets are prevalent, but they can look ethnic if you decorate them with a few traditional
idols, like french, glass, and china cabinets.
To put an active buzz-look into the space and use it as a space to hold the marvelous black
Ganpati idol.
bring out a very significant focal point by displaying it in the foyer, or entryway with a
console or side table.
A beautiful Lord Ganesha Idol is a perfect choice for a gift for several festive occasions for
your loved ones.

Left trunk Ganesha benefits: 

This style of Ganesh idols comes with a trunk that faces to the left. It is also known as
Vastu Ganesha as it is said to remove any vastu-related problems in your home.
This idol is said to bring a sense of calm & happiness while stimulating success for its
worshippers.

Procedure for cleaning Blackstone statue:

 The surfaces are best cleaned with simply water and a soft cloth.
 keep the stone wet through the entire washing process, rinse the Blackstone statue
thoroughly to remove any residue, and dry it with a towel.
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